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Stock#: 96086
Map Maker: Kurz & Allison

Date: 1887
Place: Chicago
Color: Color
Condition: VG+
Size: 25 x 18 inches

Price: $ 450.00

Description:

Dated 1887, this vibrant chromolithograph titled "Battle of Champion-Hills" depicts the rear attack led by
General John A. Logan on May 16, 1863. Created by Kurz & Allison, renowned art publishers in Chicago,
the artwork offers a visual representation of a key moment in the battle, showcasing General Logan on his
horse and Union soldiers escorting wounded Confederates.

The Battle of Champion Hill, occurring during the American Civil War, stands as one of the pivotal
engagements leading to the Union's eventual success in the Vicksburg Campaign. General John A. Logan's
leadership during this battle was critical, and his decisions have been extensively studied by military
historians. This chromolithograph, by offering a visual narrative, brings to life a moment that significantly
contributed to shifting the balance of power in the Western Theater of the war.

Kurz & Allison, known for their series of prints illustrating American history, employ a vibrant palette in
this chromolithograph to accentuate the drama and intensity of the battlefield. The image of General
Logan, prominently holding his hat aloft on horseback, personifies leadership and valor, while the
depiction of Union soldiers aiding wounded Confederates underscores the humanity that often intertwines
with the brutality of war.

This chromolithograph is not only a stunning artistic rendition but also serves as a historical document
reflecting the sentiment and interpretation of the Civil War during the late 19th century. Its creation by
Kurz & Allison, a significant name in the field of historical art publishing, adds further value to its status
as an artifact from a period of re-evaluation and commemoration of the war's events. A rich confluence of
artistry, history, and cultural expression, the "Battle of Champion-Hills" chromolithograph provides a
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tangible connection to one of the most decisive moments in American military history.

Detailed Condition:


